
Q: Do plants either express 
Snorkel or Sub1A-1?
A: Yes, plants can express both



Q: Is Sub1C-1 also involved in 
resistance to flooding stress?
A: Yes, but Sub1A-1 plays a 
major role



Model describing the oxygen sensor mechanism in plants. The transcription factor RAP2.12 is constitutively expressed 
under aerobic conditions. RAP2.12 protein is always present, bound to ACBP to prevent RAP2.12 frommoving into the 
nucleus under aerobic conditions and to protect it against proteasomal degradation in air. Upon hypoxia, RAP2.12 moves 
into the nucleus, where it activates anaerobic-gene expression. Upon reoxygenation, RAP2.12 is rapidly degraded via the 
N-end rule pathway and proteasome-mediated proteolysis to downregulate the hypoxic response.

In Arabidopsis
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In plants the “equivalent” transcription factors to HIF1a are the ERFVIIs.



In Arabidopsis, a conserved amino-terminal 
amino acid sequence of the ethylene 
response factor (ERF)-transcription factor 
RAP2.12

hypoxia marker genes

• 35S::RAP2.12 = constitutive 
overexpression ofRAP2.12

• 35S::HA::RAP2.12 = haemagglutinin (HA)-
peptide tag at its N terminus

• RAP2.12 was expressed from which the 
first 13 amino acid residues were 
deleted (35S::D13RAP2.12).



RAP2.12 is membrane localized and re-localizes 
in the nucleus upon hypoxia.

a, Subcellular localization of stably transformed 
GFP-fused RAP2.12 and D13RAP2.12. 

b, Yeast two-hybrid analysis showing interaction 
between RAP2.12 and ACBP1 and ACBP2

c, Bimolecular fluorescence complementation of 
YFP confirming interaction between RAP2.12 
and ACBP1 and ACBP2.

d, Yeast two-hybrid analysis between various 
truncated RAP2.12 proteins and
D30ACBP1. 

AD, activation domain; DBD, DNA-binding 
domain; UAS, upstream activator sequence. 



1. According to this pathway the terminal 
Met is removed from the protein by 
methionine aminopeptidase (MetAP) 
when the second amino acid of the 
protein is Cys

2. Terminal Cys is oxidized to cysteine 
sulphenic acid in an oxygen-dependent 
manner before arginine transferase (ATE) 
conjugates an Arg residue to the protein

3. This triggers subsequent ubiquitination 
by the ligase PROTEOLYSIS 6 (PRT6) and 
targets the protein to the proteasome 
for degradation

Oxygen-dependent destabilization of RAP2.12
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• William G. Kaelin Jr.
• Sir Peter J. Ratcliffe
• Gregg L. Semenza
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• Semenza discovered a protein complex he 
called “hypoxia-inducible factor” (HIF). 
Semenza further discovered that HIF is 
comprised of two transcription factors, now 
called HIF-1α and ARNT.

• Kaelin found that the VHL protein is needed to 
tag other proteins with ubiquitin. So without 
VHL the degradation of certain proteins is 
decreased, so their levels rise.

• Ratcliffe discovered that VHL interacts with HIF-
1α, and is necessary for the degradation of HIF-
1α at normal oxygen levels. 



• Animals and land plants are the most diverse complex multicellular life-forms on 
Earth

• The performance of cell tasks, however, can be both dependent on and challenged 
by oxygen

• Oxygen acts as the final electron acceptor for aerobic respiration but also 
participates in reactions to generate metabolites and structural macromolecules

• Recently, oxygen also has come to the fore for its signaling role in developmental 
programs in animals and plants



For the rise of complex life, the capacity to 
link oxygen perception to transcriptional 
responses would have allowed organisms to 
attune cell fates to fluctuations in oxygen 
availability and metabolic needs in a 
spatiotemporal manner.

1. recruit dioxygenase enzymes 
to posttranslationally modify 
transcriptional regulators

2. proteasomal degradation at 
the relatively “normoxic” 
conditions

3. Transcriptional responses 
can be repressed at higher 
oxygen levels (which is 
context dependent) but are 
specifically elicited under 
hypoxia

4. the effects of prolonged 
hypoxia is also similar in 
animals and plants 
(transkingdom)



Increasing complexity of oxygen-sensing mechanisms and the extent of complexity within 
multicellular organisms over Earth’s history of 4.6 Ga.

Enzymes (diamonds) and substrates (circles) 
form components of oxygen-sensing 
mechanisms, based on thiol dioxygenases 
(orange outlines) and Fe(II)/2-OG–dependent 
dioxygenases (brown outlines).

Reconstructions of atmospheric oxygen levels in the past. Eukaryotic 
kingdoms diversified (0.8 to 0.5 Ga ago), so the evolution of oxygen-sensing 
mechanisms is rooted in hypoxic conditions.
High atmospheric oxygen concentrations persisted at 2.5 to 2.0 Ga ago and 
then from 0.4 Ga ago (the Devonian Period) onward.



Oxygen sensing probes as future biotechnological application





Did you log in mediaspace with your SSO?

Checkpoints
March 15: Divide into groups - pick up a topic you love – define the 
format
March 25: List of paper on file
April 05-15: Paper presentation
May 07: upload your podcast on mediaspace
May 27: ANNOTO, discussion peer evaluation
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